
Miss Jindo Mayo and Mr. Rajindi Mayo = Jindo and Rajindi
(2020_06_11_001)

[Five unidentified men posing for a photo] (2020_06_11_002)

[Photo of two men relaxing in the shade] (2020_06_11_003)

[Meetow Singh Manhas] (2020_06_11_005)

[Photo of Deol Kaur and Mohinder Kaur standing on the boardwalk]
(2020_06_11_006)

Playing in a backyard under the washing (2020_06_11_007)
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Peter Kenyon's birthday (2020_06_11_008)

Reg Rajindi Mayo standing beside felled log (2020_06_11_009)

Miss Jindo Katherine Mayo (2020_06_11_011)

Rajindi (2020_06_11_012)

[Mayo Singh and Bishan Kour] (2020_06_11_013)

[Jindo Mayo wearing a floral dress posing for a photo]
(2020_06_11_014)
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3 big (2020_06_11_015)

Yamada ( 2020_06_11_016)

The start of wedding preparations for Mayo's daughter Jindo (in
front) (2020_06_11_017)

Henry McHemer and Carl Friegon [sic] office employees
(2020_06_11_018)

Henry McHemer company controller in front of Mayo Lmbr Co. office
(2020_06_11_019)

[Henry McHemer company controller in front of Mayo Lumber Co.
office] (2020_06_11_020)

[Henry McHemer company controller in front of Mayo Lumber Co.
office] (2020_06_11_021)

[Mayo Lumber Co. office] (2020_06_11_022)
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Gindi Mayo Carol Grute (2020_06_11_023)

[A group of four men and one women posing with a locomotive]
(2020_06_11_024)

Irvine and Shirley Ross (2020_06_11_025)

[Photo of Deol Kaur and Mohinder Kaur standing on the boardwalk]
(2020_06_11_026)

[Johnnie Jack, Bill Richards, Frank Goldie, Ray Chanckers [sic], and
Dave Miles posing in front of logs] (2020_06_11_027)

Mr. Mindi Mayo (2020_06_11_028)

McKay Lake Mayo sawmill boiler (2020_06_11_029)

[Four people sitting on boxes on the boardwalk] (2020_06_11_030)
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Workers and their families lived in covered R/R cars on the mountain
(2020_06_11_031)

Pat and Joyce Stubbs on steps of cookhouse run by their parents
(2020_06_11_032)

Group of workers in front of office (2020_06_11_033)

Atma Singh Dodd and an employee of Mayo Lmbr Co. office
(2020_06_11_034)

Kishen Singh pulling a friend in front of camera on the boardwalk in
Paldi (2020_06_11_035)

[Two men posing in front of a car garage] (2020_06_11_036)

[A young boy holding a fishing rod and fish] (2020_06_11_037)
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[Two women posing for a photo] (2020_06_11_038)

[A couple exiting a building together] (2020_06_11_039)

Mrs. Konme Kitagawa and Darcy Mayo Paldi Barber (2020_06_11_040)

[Japanese Canadians in front of the community center they built
while incarcerated] (2020_06_11_041)

Paldi School (2020_06_11_042)

[A person wearing a cowboy hat] (2020_06_11_043)

[A workshop on Sikh culture in dining hall of Sikh Temple Paldi]
(2020_06_11_044)
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[Two young boys posing for a photo] (2020_06_11_045)

[A group of people attending a funeral] (2020_06_11_046)

Jindo Mayo and husband Kernail (Joe) Saroya (2020_06_11_047)

[Two men and two women posing for a photo] (2020_06_11_048)

Ranjit Saroya Jindo's daughter (2020_06_11_049)

[A man and two young girls posing on a city street] (2020_06_11_050)

[A group of men posing for a group photo] (2020_06_11_051)
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[A girl posing for a photo] (2020_06_11_052)

[Bishan Kour and unidentified women and children] (2020_06_11_053)

[Three men in suits posing for a photo] (2020_06_11_054)

Mary and Johnny in the snow in front of their house
(2020_06_11_055)

[Three young men posing for a photo next to a lake]
(2020_06_11_056)

[Two men holding a boot] (2020_06_11_057)
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[Two children posing for a photo on a boardwalk] (2020_06_11_058)

Paldi girls 1940s (2020_06_11_059)

Rajindi (2020_06_11_060)

Archie Hudson mill supt. (2020_06_11_063)

[Two men in suits posing for a photo in a garden] (2020_06_11_064)

Kishen Singh Parhar in front of company store (2020_06_11_065)
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Family group Mrs. Mayo holding child (2020_06_11_066)

Joyce and Pay [sic.] Stubbs on steps of cookhouse near brother's
parents (2020_06_11_067)

[A portrait of Prem Singh] (2020_06_11_068)

Meetow (2020_06_11_069)

Arjan S. Samrari with his wife and sons, Mohan Singh, Sohan Singh
and Bhajan Singh (2020_06_11_070)

[A man in a suit standing next to a parade float] (2020_06_11_071)

[A man posing in a yard] (2020_06_11_072)
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Pat Stubbs (2020_06_11_073)

Dr. Pandia (2020_06_11_074)

Dr. Pandia and Karm Singh (2020_06_11_075)

Rajindi Mayo with Dr. Pandia (2020_06_11_076)

Sobu Singh, Dr. Pandia and Karm singh [sic.] came to our home after
Rajindi's from Mayo (2020_06_11_077)

Dr. Pandia, Rajindi and Joan Mayo (2020_06_11_078)

Joginder and brother Gurbash Singh (2020_06_11_079)

[A man posing on a bridge] (2020_06_11_081)
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[A man posing on a bridge] (2020_06_11_082)

[A man posing on a bridge] (2020_06_11_083)

[Henry McHemer posing with a car in front of a bridge and sign for
May Lumber Co.] (2020_06_11_084)

[Carl Friegon posing with a car in front of a bridge and sign for May
Lumber Co.] (2020_06_11_085)

[Henry McHemer posing with a car in front of a bridge and sign for
May Lumber Co.] (2020_06_11_086)

[A young boy holding a fishing rod and fish] (2020_06_11_087)

[A woman posing for a photo] (2020_06_11_088)

Mrs. Yip and Sheila (2020_06_11_089)
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[A woman posing for a photo while holding a cat] (2020_06_11_090)

[A woman posing for a photo while holding a cat] (2020_06_11_091)

[A man posing for a photo while holding a cat] (2020_06_11_092)

Surjan Singh (2020_06_11_093)

[Three men posing for a group photo] (2020_06_11_094)

[A group of people including a bride and groom posing for a photo]
(2020_06_11_095)

[Four people and a dog posing for a photo] (2020_06_11_096)
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Dressing Sherri for her birthday party (2020_06_11_097)

[Ganda Singh and Atma Singh Dodd posing for a photo together]
(2020_06_11_098)

Everyone turns out to greet a visitor row of garages on right
(2020_06_11_099)

[Sam Asada, Masaye Yamada, and Cossy Asada posing for a family
photo] (2020_06_11_100)

[Three men sitting in front of a building] (2020_06_11_101)

[A group of children posing for a group photo] (2020_06_11_102)

Michael and David Yip (2020_06_11_104)
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[A group of men posing for a group photo] (2020_06_11_105)

Mrs. Yano with Dale (2020_06_11_106)

Japanese Canadians from across Canada return to their former
hometown (2020_06_11_107)

Karm Singh Manek (2020_06_11_108)

[Image of Nirmal posing for a photo on the Paldi boardwalk]
(2020_06_11_110)

[Image of Meetow Singh, Prabh Kaur Doman, and a group of others
posing for a group photo] (2020_06_11_111)

[A woman and three children posing for a family photo]
(2020_06_11_112)
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[Rajindi riding a rocking horse next to two young children]
(2020_06_11_114)

[Four young children including an infant in a high chair posing for a
photo] (2020_06_11_115)

Mindo Manhas and Jindo Mayo : niece and daughter of Mayo
(2020_06_11_116)

Marriage of Paul Kaur and Mohinder Singh at Paldi Sikh Temple
(2020_06_11_117)

Henry McHemer office controller and Rajindi (2020_06_11_118)

[Rajindi and his family posing for a family photo] (2020_06_11_119)

Ladies gathering at the Mayo home was a regular afternoon affair
(2020_06_11_120)
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[A large group of children posing for a group photo]
(2020_06_11_121)

[Ganda Singh holding a baby and posing with his wife and Mayo's
wife Bishan Kour] (2020_06_11_122)

Sokar and Rajindi Mayo (2020_06_11_123)

Gandu [sic] Singh younger brother of Mayo (2020_06_11_124)

[Two young women posing for a photo in white outfits]
(2020_06_11_125)

Pritam Kaur with daughter Hardaspur (2020_06_11_126)
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[Two women standing next to flowers on a table] (2020_06_11_127)

Minnie Manhas Luddu daughter of Mayo's older brother Ganea Singh
(2020_06_11_128)

Wrestler N/ American champion cousin of Mayo Singh
(2020_06_11_129)

Kishen Singh on board road in Paldi (2020_06_11_130)

Mayo's older brother Ganea with his wife and wife of his younger
brother Ganda (2020_06_11_132)
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